WRIGLEYS

5 c a package before the war
5 c a package during the war
5 c a package now

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

L. PINKOS, Tailor
338 Washington Street, Boston

You are cordially invited to inspect my Fall and Winter line of WOOLENS which is one of the largest in Boston, carefully selected for young men.

Have been patronized by TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS for the past twenty-four years.

Special Attention Given to Evening Clothes

VENUS

The dependable uniformity of these US Pencils, in every pocket of every degree, makes them indispensable for exact work.

VENUS

The Tech Bible, Card Cases (2), Twelve

TECHNICAL BOOKS

Venus Pencil Co.

62-68 Boylston Street

Boston, Mass.

SLIP STICK LECTURE POPULAR

(Carried on from page 1)

Classes at four-thirty the corridors were
one-way streets for room 2-131. The class
was soon filled—sometimes with less
of the usual crowd present and more
of the standing room was at a premium
in the grill room. The mob—for it had
assumed the proportions of a mob by
that time—stood to hear the speaker at
the front of the room.

The meeting will be of especial inter-
rest to those who expect to operate or
to be in charge of the experiment,
for the rules regarding operating will
be given out. Among them are the
rules which say that a first class op-
erator must always be in charge of the
station and thin that he is responsible for
the safety of the operators. Other new
rules, and the best way to operate, are
under the supervision of the second
operator of the station.

One of the main things that the sta-
tion has to depend on is the radio
operators as instructors. They must
be there at all times when the opera-
tion is in progress, and they are
supervised by the chief operator.

Dr. H. T. Holdsworth, the head
of the station, made the final speak-
er. The audience were cordially
invited to inspect the station.
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